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The Cauchy Problem for Laplaoea Equation in Three Dimensions 

1. Introduction 

It is well known that the Cauchy data, if not given ana¬ 

lytically, need not insure a solution of a partial differential 

equation; in fact if a harmonic function u(x,y,z) takes on zero 

values on a certain portion <r of the x,y plane, it may be ex¬ 

tended harmonically across tr so as to be harmonic and analytic 

in a three dimensional region which ihcludes in its interior 
èu 

part of cr . Hence will also be analytic on this part of 

o- and therefore cannot take on the valuâs of an arbitrary 

continuous function* In this paper we seek conditions which we 

may Impose on non-analytlc data in this particular problem so 

as to Insure a solution* Ve have the following theorem- 

Theorem: If -f6ty) and -ft ( x,are two functions continuous in a 

bounded region of the x,y plane and vanishing on the Dound- 
A 

ary and outside ,of cr , and if the first and second partial de¬ 

rivatives of are continuous, then 

(1) there cannot be more than one function ,harmonic 

for ^ > o in the neighborhood8of for which 

livw u, C x J ^ ^ J =■ ■fCXj'jJ 
I.* a «(x.y-'j,') = *1 <-*■'>) 

a Ÿ 
as aPPr°acl:i®s 6) in cr ♦ 

(2) and there will be one such function if and only if ”f. 

has the value : ^ ^ 

• • • (L) 

i 

7c 
^  

(y-yM 
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where Is an analytic function of x,y for x^ in <r 

2.Proof of Part (1). 

It Is almost immediately evident that there cannot be two 

different slxiutlons which satisfy the given conditions. If there 

were two such solutions and , their difference 

would take on zero values in cr . But a harmonic function which 

takes on continuously zero values on apportion of the bôundary of 

the region in which it is harmonlo is in fact harmonic on this 

plane portion and can be extended across it uniquely as a harmonic 

function* Hence is analytic at interior points of <r- and 
d V vanishes there. Hence is also analytic at interior points of 

2) ^ "b Ui, 
cr and vanishes there since jy" ~ • But here we have the 

statement of the Cauchy problem with analytic data. There is one 

and only one analytic in the neighborhood of 0~ such that 

t= o , -iVCi ^
d-' =ù *<r- 

and this function is evidently 0 • Accordingly we cannot 

have different from 

Vv+ermina-hùn of <t fonction CUy.y.j) 

In order to demonstrate the second part of our theorem, it 

is necessary to find a function related to which can be 

extended across the plane J - o . Before we can do this though, 

we must find first a function = u(r\) which takes on continu» 

ously the values ^ as M approaches Q in the x,y plane, 

where cj O,^) is a function which is bounded and continuous over 

the x,y plane. For this purpose we employ the Green’s function • , 
8 A neighborhood of ^ is a region T such that if (X>, is any point 
in the interior of , then a sphere can be drawn with center (xa,%) 
and radius sufficiently small so that the whole sphere is contained 
in T. 



^ (Mj ?] for the hgpe,r7ttalf plane and write 

E(p»)- 5frf ^17^- 
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 C3) 

where W Indicates Integration over the whole x,y plane and F is 

the variable point in the x,y plane in terms of which the inte¬ 

gration is effected* The integral is convergent since 
» 

ishes at infinity like • In fact we have 
*7 F 

van- 

CM,P) = T r' 

where r-tiP, r1: H1? , and is the reflection of M in the 
Pj / 

plane * o . To calculate - ^ - we write r and r in terns of 

the coordinates of fAjM* and ”P • 

r' - -f- -t (fp 

Yl ~ +(^p- JM‘)X 

* 

. + -3,- g*- 
‘ r3 

and since yM. * -J„ . 

- . yr ~ ?*L + Tie*-}* 

H? r* r' 3 

As ^ approaches zero, M? approaches M'P and we have 

4£«Ji/ = = !*£!£> 
.’?F J7^„ r3 

“(M)- ^ J ^j2p-<J«> 

Therefore 

We can now show that U (KlJ as given by the above Integral 
CJUH f i 

is bounded* If ÿ is the angle between MP and the vertical, we have 

cos ÿ •= cT^ 
r 

Furthermore the projection of d(Tf upon a plane 

perpendicular to MP is cos <ÿ. in fact if 

A 



we consider the solid angle subtended on a unit sphere at M 

by the element of area â<Tf at the point P , we hare 

aw = 75- àrf «« * = irp 

which upon substitution in (4) gives 

Etw) = 2tr f 

\TktH)\ ± £rf, 
Juv JW 

By hypothesis ^Cy,^ is bounded over the x,y plane^which means 

that l^6c/l)| 6\1, where K is an arbitrary constant. Therefore 

077U - ^ 
' w 

And further we oan show that not only is ïïftt) bounded if 

is bounded, but also that **(*) takes on continuously the 

values as point M approaches point Q in the x,y plane. If 

we let T be a variable point in the x,y plane and Q a fixed 

point, we write » . 
+ hCPJ 

where ^.C60 is the value of the function at Q. and where 

|£C?)|-6 if QF- £» and is bounded < hi in W. Consider a 

circle with center Q. and radius S and call this region about Q 

the region • Let - W- <?ï. Keeping these notations in mind 

we write 
&CM) =Jir j 

w J 
to 

u (K) - -2— 
JLTï 

lOp r hr 

f + -?7T 

w 

Now. let tA approach Q and we see that 

^ m*», 

r 
< — 
^ ZT KcfJlJw i-. In ± 

Zrr 
J(r 

€ 



sine© |«(r)U* for Q?-£ . Henoe this Integral can he made ar- 
'n bitrarlly small, say ± • Also we have 

11 f t(*)A 
in 

u>. j. JtL fz. Ji— 
' iir - 2 rr 

where |t(p)|-^ rf ,and where 6, Is the solid angle subtended by 

at M . But this becomes arbitrarily small as M approaches Q 

and-therefore this integral also may be made •£ ~ «Thus we have 

^ \ -<■ ^ * »i 

liV ÛCM) - ÇC 

since ^ is chosen arbitrarily small* 

4. A Function yvhuK can be extended across fh<? j» fane 

Now recalling the conditions of ouP theorem that 

lim U.C V ?'J = 

, >ucx; y, ÿj. = f 

as64u|\y) approaches (v.^, o) in o- ,where and •£,(*,<']) are conti¬ 

nuous in the bounded region <r~ of the x,y plane and vanish con- 

tlnuouslyoutside of ^ ,we choose tyC/.vj) - HK'j) in W so that TÂCnJ 

approaches HQ) as point t*t approaches point Q in the x,y plane* 

We are now able to set up a function related to U.0^.^) which can 

be extended across the plane J -O . 

We assume that we have a solution uCx,^ and define 

V(M) = - (Â Cn) Gsr) 

and since is the difference of functions harmonic in the 

upper half^pXane, it is also harmonic in that region* Furthermore 

v(*W>ÿ) approaches zero as (*,</, j') approaches ù)^since 

Im ÎT (xty, y) - -f Cx, y) 



and yy hypothesis^ 
uCv',.,' j') = , 

Also »^At)is bounded In the neighborhood of for since it 

is continuous in a closed region about <r « Therefore by defining 

v(*itlr^)-*~v&*f'$)*we dan extend harmonically across the 

plane 5 = 0 In the neighborhood of <*" ^Moreover s analytic 

on ^ since it is hannonic in a region including . Hence 

/ 1 V is analytic on o- and its values there determine Vlx^.xJ uniquely, 

for there is one and only one solution of Laplace's equation in 

the neighborhood of which with its normal derivative "takes on 

given analytic values on ♦ In this particular case the given 

value of vfo'jfô) is Identically zero. We may write 

1 _ fix. 1) 
»? SP a 

where F(y>^]) is a function analytic in ^ . 

5.Necessary Relation between fi(x.y) and f(x,y) 

From equation (5) for appoint M we have 

3 uCtt) 
ÙJ« J 

1* >0 J” > 0 

iir 
^r-* ■—ffcy) â<r  ^ 

C>U,CM) 

■ ^ V’4 w 

Differentiating under the last Integral sign and taking the limit 

as approaches zero, equation (6) becomes 

F(M ) = -f, M Irr f 
JH r ° 

<rr 

J w 
When 5n =■ o the Integral is improper since the denominator ap- 

bcMMw. M&Mt. 

ra^or. and\ like r®. proaches zero to a higher order than the nume 

-Itr is moreover not convergent. 



Before letting approach zero,we malce the transformation 

X = 4 ^ cos © 
= 'jM -f ^ £ 

where and © àre the polar coordinates In the plane 

referred to Substitùtlngin,the Integral, we hare 

J O & 
f(*H+'î

osÉ>,%+nan*) ~ 7V;% 
^*1 1 

y* J° 
=. |W ffo, * T "s 0, ftf «" *"*0)/ÇhÙLhî 1 j 
i J, i (rr*3^J*r' 

Furthermore we have 
r; 

r' K ; 
since 

è [_ r±~ _ _ rf^_ ^ /i -y- 

A&f3r%he ref ore i£ we Integrate by parts, we obtain 
r W" A°0 

\tSr the part outside the Integral vanishes since-f(M,Ip 0)= 0 for rj 

and ^Vjp ^ when K~° * The fl0 and f0/ denote respec¬ 

tively ^and *fxf^.But the denominator still approaches 

zero to too high an order. 

We integrate again by parts, first writing 
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/. 
K i- 
' r, 

J^3/l = 

= 1°"} (*/ + 4J i 4 ^ ^T-^x-ÿ/z 

I (vc. itX t, aïfipusxcU 'tyA*, ^ |t^Jj and-aa K approaches P■ so that—tf approaches zerecall terms 

vanish except Jo<j V~^ + C ^therefore—C = - loy ^ and we have 

XL  
H 

(r,\ 5VJ% ârx = lùcj 

-t£jur 
ore- 

frv+ J%
J * 

Also 

where 

Â. h 
&r, v1 ?,„«*©+f51 s/« e) - ■f'2.0 

5l£ f 
■faw' d>rx J 4" }* c>«j 

r _ 2>*f_ 
J -r°2 

As before In the integration by parts the pa.rt outside of the 
MC/W*,*" J[ tta <Âç f"„, f#1 *^v4 fvJàijui 

integral van!shes\and there is left 
s*à 

âe{ ^-f^cos^é i zfua>s &S)K& tfç^si^ôj 
/S J/S 

T - _ 

7o y<> 

{hk*<W*]-hi - 
The integral Involving -lo<5 ^ vanishes^ for we have 

5 fi 6 ( « 5*0 + 2f« «« 9coso + -f6l si^ôj dir, 
» •'o n^rr 

i 
- O 4 

o 

since 

--j (A9[fj0
c*ê y/*e.J 

•To 

^ z-*r . i,7T 
\ coi ô Aô ~ ° j rkô ê& * £ j f„] * £*] 
7* / JV- 

Thus we have 
»;r ^ -0 

I - f {-f^o Cùs*9 * cos & Sln& 4 s™*'# ^ 

( ' /a9 <V ^yi*)J <tr, 

1îria’ô 

•• * " ' C tf) 



The integral is now convergent and we may write (see Appendix 3) • 
riit c'*0 

- = j A & + l-fncti ô sm 0 + -foi. SnC~6 J 

£ I - /*j 2r,} Jrt  ( 

which reduces in the manner Which we have seen to 

livw X 
v° 

fyfC f cA 

iej + M\yw 0 5+fo^Sinl &} (-I03 rt} à r, 

•and-new Substituting rectangular coordinates j I/LK. AJUK. 

“ “ ff Z i 
* J l (.X- )Ch)^ f (tj-Ljn)'*' * 

{~z H/j£v-x«)1'+ (TM1) } Ax Aj 

Therefore we may write equation (7) in the form 

f IK*) =. Nl, 

( / r -fr^x-XMrt-?cy-in^ 
" HXCj I (X ~ 't'ty ~ 

since by hypothesis -f&,Lj)=;doutside of the region cr and there¬ 

fore6^) vanishes outside of O' and the region of integration 

becomes the region . 

The condition on ffr»1)) and -f, (x,ij) stated in the theorem is 

therefore necessary. 

6.Sufficiency of the Condition on f(x,y) and fi(x,y). 

Suppose that Ffay) is an arbitrary analytic function and 

that the condition (2) holds. We show that there is a function 

harmonic in the neighborhood of <7~ which satisfies the 

Cauchy conditions (1). 

We let ROCyp be a function harmonic in the upper half. 



plan© which takes on continuously the values -fCx.'}) In W as 

approaches Cx,y, o) where Is hounded and continuous 

In h/ . The function vÂ^'j.V) given hy (3)> with A (?)= In 

fact satisfies these conditions. Moreover takes on 
/* va *. J $ 

continuously the values ^/zfijsiven hy|Tll)^ ^Anu we let v'^V'^be 

the harmonic function which satisfies the analytic Cauchy data 

v(x,<j,ù) * *> 

iv ( y.'i.») s F(KU) 

Ve define 

Letting approach * we have 

///h 6tfx'<j' ) - !im û(xfi'j) + h”1 vCy^. $ 

* + ° z* 

Furthermore differentiating uCx/y.j) and letting approach 

(Ky,o) we have 

i;n MMJ'
1
 . /,* ^ /m i,c»M 

^ *?' ' 

= J -b Fix, yJ 

Thus the condition oü -Ç(y,yJ and In the theorem 

Is sufficient. 



Appendix 1, Proof of Extension Theorem 

If Is harmonic for 5 > o and takes on continuously 

the value zero on the hounded region of the x,y plane, then 

XT(t\) can be extended across the plane ^ - o so as to be har¬ 

monic In the neighborhood of , and there Is only one such 

extension. ^ Q 

Take a sphere^with center^ In cr and radius less than the 

distance to any boundary point of cr , We write } -fm 3 3 

( tJr(P) A3, 

where F Is a point on the surface of the sphere!anct <$* denotes 

integration over the whole surface of the sphere, provided—fgâiü 

tiia-hemlsuliare-abov fa bha-n i and ficik 

tTCP) = T7CP) , 3P y o 

and V (P') - - VC?) J 3P' 
< 0 

mage of P in the x,y plane. Ln ^ UK. krt*1 

b-c tfu. • ^-^3 

From the definition of the integral we may write 

V(M) -- _ hm 
AS- 2 

VprK»ie * têWM,ie* 
and for each element in the upper half sphere, there corres¬ 

ponds an equal element in the lower half iffiearo» Therefore, 

letting St denote the surface of the sphere above the x,y plane 

and S2 the other half of the sphere, we have for = O 

V(M) - nk à] ^vifhs 

= Vltils - ^°^ir(p)AS 

- O 



Moreover for =£ 0 we have 1/ifW ') - for 

r(n)= vra (~ê~ &CP) ASf 

V("'] = »k f£7.rr- TrMi.fr Js 

-- -lta[^^-û(r‘)sisT, - - V(M) 

Accordingly the function Y7/wJ IS harmonic In the upper 

hemisphere» Is hounded, and takes on continuously on the upper 

hemisphere and on the portion of cr hounding this hemisphere 

the same values as J • Hence VTAlj.EE: U"(h), for otherwise 

the difference would have a positive maximum or a 

negative minimum Inside the hemisphere* 

Also analytic and harmonic on^=-<2 , be¬ 

cause Is analytic and harmonic Inside S • Hence V(tjjpro¬ 

vides an analytic and harmonic extension for "17(1*0 t namely the 

extension Jj(tAxJ = ~ XJCM) 

The extension là moreover unique* If there were two 

functions harmonic In the neighborhood of. cr and Identical for 

J - O » they would have to he Identical also for < 0 , since 

they would both he analytic functions of and their differ¬ 

ence would therefore he an analytic function of X, , identi¬ 

cally zero for p 2. O * 

Appendix 2* Determination 'of g(M*P). 

The Green* s function for the upper half plane must 

he chosen so that as a function of ~P, it is a solution of 
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Laplace* s equation when ^ >0 , Jp ^o and so that 

(a) ylM.ri-O for 3M>uJ 3P=° 

(b) <g£M,P) - remains bounded as T* approaches 

polht ‘ K for ^ /v» > 0 

remain bounded as ~p approaches Infinity. 

If r is the distance between any two points, we know 

that l/r Is harmonic throughout a three-dimensional space. In 

order to have q(M,p)-0 for » ~%p = 0 » we may WI*lte 
I / 

as the difference of two harmonic functions jfjr and where 

|s/\p is the distance between 1A and P ,and M'P is the distance 

between ? and M* ,the reflection of M in the x,y plane. We see 

that for ^ p -0, PSP^rVp and that 

q(H?) - M’P « Û 

Furthermore as "P approaches p'N , ^,^>0 ,we have 
, A 1

 -  l— - -I— L / 
<g(fW~ M P ~ M P M'P Mp - - *j^Tp 

which remains bounded as *F approaches JA for >0 . 

Finally we see that as P approaches infinity 

MP • 
• MP = „'.P]

MF 

M'P 

and remains bounded slnde Mp approaches M P as "P goes 

to infinity. And since 

a^vr) _ J>_  l   à. / 
X. 

Xo -X IA 

we have h?3 
4- *P ~ *V 

M'P3 

è^LFj. MP'
1
-. 

**P MP ^,p 



and this also remains hounded since |*p“>V\| < MP and 

Therefore our Green's function chosen as 

i ^ - T^Tp 

satisfies all conditions* 

Appendix 3. proof of Existence and of Limit of Integral (9). 

The only question is in regard to the terms corresponding 

to f(r, &, p = -pr lay fr+^-t^){-f7l>cc^0 -t ■■■ shfâ} 

r „ 
since '4. is bounded for all ^ . Take a circle of radius 

' $ in the x,y plane and center point M when J0 • We call 

this regionfSY.and the rest of the region of integration 

We have from (9) 

'3 
f(r< ejUr +f ffc 

0--CT, J- 

We write 
r, O. o)A<r 

and wish to show that : 

1) the improper Integral ^ exists 

2) tim Xrt =■ lc 
3 s8* * 

In o£der to prove 1) we take a circle concentric with o 

and with radius £* < & and show that given € the integral 
S’ 
/ f(n 9, of J<r. 

can be made < £■ if £ A • In fact we have 

^!?(r‘6. o)IJir 0^/h<)(rt Vr^Jy-)/ ■ Mt Jr 



sine© + and further we can write 

S <î 
( lf(r,b,ï)(d<r i MK -ln( jh^Zr/Ar =^hr (S-!1)^ ? 
S' Js' Phi" r]j, / 

^ M S fay z + S loy S + s~J 

S. e 

Irrespective of ^ and ^ if & is small enough. For ^ =-o this 

result yields the convergence of XQ • Hence ^ exists and we have 

Xc = ^ °) <9 0~ f ^£(^6, û) â r 

for the integral is said to exist if it is convergent. 

/im =■ J^> we write In proving that 

(ij-i; | = r 0,7) - fl<T, 6, â)]j r -fÇf(r, è,y)é <r -far, b, b)L 

/ 5 °~s 
± f I Hrfa- ?(r,efadr t/jf(r,e,})fa + 
fa À J 
A«nn "I 1 AMAII/*VI ® By taking £ small enough» 

IV1(11 - (lF(r‘ d.ÿ-fafaldr t f + I 
<jU% 

With & fixed» take js/| near enough to Q }.n <Tg so that 

I fae- J) - fa6- < ïfrfa) 

torC?) 9) in/. This can be done since f remains greater than some 

positive^number for (fa, e) in cr-tfj as =£ approaches zero* 



Hence 

i~Ly ' é 

That is, given we can take near enough to in 

so that “ e 

or so that 

//M 3T-» »*■ -£*<? 
/*T - Q o 

Therefore the integral given hy (9) exists and its limit 

as ^ is the integral ( 11) • 


